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Through diverse artistic mediums ranging from film to video, to installation, text, and painting, 
Tang’s practice critically revolves around questions of representation and meaning based on 
her own experience of cultural collision. In recent years, she has been working primarily with 
time-based media to create new narratives. Her works always start from the subtle things that 
she observes in everyday life, or from questions she has in response to common phenomena 
that many of us take for granted or simply ignore. By revisiting and investigating the historical 
archive and appropriating images from pop- and consumer culture, fragmented elements and 
montages of media are represented in a different light. 

Her works have been shown in several international institutions and film festivals, such as 
Kunsthaus Dresden (2021), OCAT Shenzhen (2020), How Art Museum, Shanghai (2020), 
and Bi-City Biennale of UrbanismArchitecture, Shenzhen (2017), 13th Taiwan International 
Documentary Festival (TIDF), Taipei (2022), 40th International Festival of Films on Art (Le 
FIFA), Montreal (2022), 27th Vilnius International Film Festival “Kino Pavasaris”, Vilnius (2022), 
38th Kassel Documentary Film and Video Festival, Kassel (2021). Her film PINK MAO, won the 
Award for Excellence at 34th Image Forum Festival in Tokyo (2020) and the Silver Dove Award 
in the German Competition at 64th DOK Leipzig (2021). And she currently preparing group 
exhibition of  “BPA// Exhibition” at KW Institute for Contemporary Art, Berlin (2022).
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Tang Han

Ginkgo biloba is the only living species remaining in the order Ginkgoales, and is also a 
living fossil. Because of its status in Buddhism and Confucianism, the ginkgo is also widely 
planted in temples in Asia. Ginkgo biloba is dioecious, with separate sexes, some trees 
being female and others being male. Only female trees can produce fruit. Males and females 
are virtually indistinguishable from each other until they reach sexual maturity. In the 1990s 
in China, ginkgo nuts were once popular and used as a health supplement. At that time, the 
price for acquiring nuts was so high that only female trees were economically valuable, so 
female ginkgo trees were often bought and sold. But later, the price of ginkgo nuts fell in 
the market. Now ginkgo trees are often used worldwide for urban settings because of their 
resistance to pollution, pests, or disease. However, because ginkgo fruit contains a lot of 
butyric acid, people complain about the unpleasant vomit-like smell when it is used as a 
street tree, so they only want to plant male trees. Sometimes the male tree is even grafted 
into a female tree to prevent it from bearing fruit.
Through such stories we can see how human needs and desires change from time to time. 
This project will explore the relationship between ginkgo and humans in cultural history 
through a feminist lens.
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Miss Ginkgo 

2021– 
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Miss Ginkgo: Chapter 1
Single-channel-video, color, sound
4:37 Min
2021
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↗ https://vimeo.com/690302917
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https://vimeo.com/690302917


How do things and relationships change through the global movement of goods?  In this 
video, I examine packaging and containers that are used for the transport and storage of 
stones in archaeological sites.
I'm interested in how stones are stored and transported in different sectors, including 
geology, archeology, mining, in the laboratory but also in the private sector. I regard the 
division of environments into an outside world, which is associated with risks, and a 
vulnerable, valuable inside as a kind of “ecosystem” in its own right.

∞ Container 

2021
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∞ Container
Single-channel-video, color, sound, loop
7:50 Min
2021
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↗ https://vimeo.com/694810743
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∞ Container
Single-channel-video, color, sound, loop
7:50 Min
2021

(Re)Search & Share: Revisiting Mr. Yasuda's Footsteps
↗ https://kunsthausdresden.de/showrooms/revisiting-mr-yasudas-footsteps/

https://kunsthausdresden.de/showrooms/revisiting-mr-yasudas-footsteps/


Exhibition View:
Listening to the Stones
Kunsthaus Dresden
Dresden, 2021
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People today seek relaxation in leisure, but in the context of the pandemic and the extra 
time for leisure, this acquires another layer of meaning. We’re trying to adapt to a new kind 
of daily life. Under this circumstance, how should we understand relaxation? And how will 
relaxation spaces change?

Exceptional Relaxation 

2020
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Exceptional Relaxation
Single-channel-video, color, sound
4:00 Min
2020
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↗ https://vimeo.com/690300916

https://vimeo.com/690300916


Exhibition View:
Let This Moment Transformative
OCT Contemporary Art Terminal (OCAT Shenzhen)
Shenzhen, 2020
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In 1999, shortly before the accession of China to the World Trade Organization, the People’s 
Bank of China issued the fifth edition of Renminbi banknotes, which are still in use. For the 
first time, a single portrait of Mao Zedong is featured on every denomination of Renminbi 
banknotes. The color tone of the largest denomination bill (100-Yuan) has been changed to 
a bright pink, in stark contrast to its greyish predecessor. Despite the fact that the 100-Yuan 
bill is actually pink, the People’s Bank of China officially claimed it was “red” and the bill is 
jokingly known as the “red grandpa Mao”. Pink is often stereotyped as a “feminine color”, 
while the male leader’s portrait is supposed to represent a strong masculine character, hence 
the juxtaposition of “Pink” and the “Leader’s Portrait” on Renminbi banknotes is worthy of 
further investigation. On the other hand, as digital payment methods gradually replace cash 
payments, banknotes are becoming “invisible”. Interwoven with contemporary everyday 
images and historical materials, this essay film contextualizes and discusses the representation 
of the Mao-portrait on the banknotes and the crisis it is experiencing in the digital age.

Pink Mao 
Tang Han www.tang-han.com

2020
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Pink Mao
HD, 16:9, sound, color 
22:30 Min
2020
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Clip↗ https://vimeo.com/695704600
Full Video ↗ Please contact 89tanghan@gmail.com

https://vimeo.com/695704600
mailto:89tanghan%40gmail.com?subject=


Screening view:
DOK Leipzig
Hauptbahnhof Osthalle at Leipzig main station
Leipzig
2021

Screenings:
13th Taiwan International Documentary Festival (TIDF), Taipei, TW, 2022
40th International Festival of Films on Art (FIFA), Montreal, CA, 2022
27th Vilnius International Film Festival “Kino Pavasaris”, Vilnius, LT, 2022
38th Kassel Documentary Film and Video Festival, Kassel, DE, 2021
64th DOK Leipzig, Leipzig, DE,v 2021
34th Image Forum Festival, Tokyo, JP, 2020

Awards:
Silver Dove (Best Short) – German Competition, 64th DOK Leipzig, Leipzig, DE, 2021
Award for Excellence, 34th Image Forum Festival, Tokyo, JP, 2020
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Food carving is the art of carving vegetables and fruits in order to form beautiful objects. 
These objects are decorative and not for eating, therefore they only have an aesthetic value. 
Meanwhile, the complexity of food carving manually takes a lot of time, it’s difficult to 
survive under the capitalist logic of maximizing efficiency. We visited different kitchen 
practitioners: Chinese cuisine senior chefs, “Food carving masters”, chefs of gastronomie 
moléculaire, post-90s chefs, catering training teachers and more. Within the different 
kitchens, we listened to how some have witnessed the rise and fall of the catering industry, 
some pondered on the answer to the impact of marketization, some discussed the “nouvelle” 
vs. “traditional” cuisine, and some told stories about the scattering of multiple family 
members due to the the migrant worker generation. Meanwhile, it was not a surprise to find 
that the occupational structure of the catering industry is still dominated by males. 

From the description of the interviewees we could see how the catering industry has been 
directly and indirectly affected by changes in national policies, demographics, and markets 
in China, within the context of a gradually growing material culture in China over the recent 
decades. We could also see how the aesthetic of Food styling responded to the influence 
of western catering culture during globalization. We tried to understand the structure of 
consumption aesthetics from their point of view, and asked questions about the consumption 
demand and aesthetic change in diet within the context of rapid economic development. 

Shape of Appetite 

*This project is a collaboration between Tang Han and Xiaopeng Zhou.2017
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(Page 15-16 )
Exhibition View: Shape of Appetite
Bi-City Biennale of Urbanism\Architecture (UABB)
Shenzhen
2017

Shape of Appetite
Wallpaper, books and magazines 
Single-channel video, color, sound
29:00 Min
2017
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Shape of Appetite
Single-channel video, color, sound
29:00 Min
2017
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Clip↗ https://vimeo.com/692765491
Full Video↗ https://vimeo.com/692753940   PW: soa2017

https://vimeo.com/692765491
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The Shape of Appetite
Text
Published on te magazin 
2021
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The Shape of Appetite
Text
Published on te magazin 
2021





Pretties, Make Up!

2017

Japan’s economy developed rapidly in the 1980s, which meant that more women were 
entering the workplace. Becoming more attractive and improving oneself turned into an 
element of “transformation”, which was also projected into the world of anime. “Sailor 
Moon” as a cultural output with “transformative” elements gradually spread to Southeast Asia 
and even the rest of the world. The first time it was translated and introduced to China from 
TVB (television channel in Hong Kong) was in 1994. The protagonists also became the idols 
of girls in that era. The image of “Shōjo” in popular culture also influenced the standard of 
beauty.
This short footage tries to explore some moments of awakening in female consciousness and 
how pop culture shapes young women. The transformation of Sailor Moon on the side of the 
screen contrasts the images of my childhood drawings of girls, which have been collected by 
my mother. Through the drawings, one can see that the change is not only in the improvement 
of my drawings and the ability to imitate the anime characters, but also in the images of the 
girls: the eyes of the girls become larger, their faces become sharper, and their legs become 
longer. This process of transformation is not unlike the “transformation” in the animé.
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Pretties, Make Up!
Single-channel video, color, sound
01:52 Min
2017
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Pretties, Make Up!
Single-channel video, color, sound
01:52 Min
2017
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↗ https://vimeo.com/695728730

https://vimeo.com/695728730


Pepper Project：
You’re So Hot! 

“You’re so hot!” has a double meaning in this planting project, which not only alludes to 
taste, but also to desire. I found the Peter pepper (a type of Capsicum annuumon) on a seed 
shopping platform by chance. This chili has a special shape and resembles a male sexual 
organ, so its nickname is the “penis chili”. Humans use artificial selection to breed animals 
and plants selectively in order to develop particular phenotypic traits (characteristics), and 
Peter pepper is one of the results of artificial selection. 
The seeds were planted in March 2015, and when they became freshly sprouted pepper 
seedlings, they traveled with me to different cities in Europe. 27 men were chosen and asked, 
whether they were willing to have a pepper seedling named after them. Later, they would 
get a record of the growth of their plant via email. During the process of growth, an artificial 
environment was created in my home (with controlled heating and artificial daylight) to ensure 
that the peppers would grow well. I lived with “them” and that formed a new relationship 
between me and these men. In this case, I positioned myself as a jury and mocked the concept 
of the beauty pageant under the patriarchal society, and tried to establish a method in order to 
“regain authority”—What will the new criteria of selection be? Can “size” be used to define 
whether these peppers have an ideal form? I explored processes of control and lack thereof, 
and how these concepts could switch.2015–16
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Pepper Project : You’re So Hot!
Peter pepper, photography, mixed media
2015-16
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Pepper Project : You’re So Hot!
Peter pepper, photography, mixed media
2015-16
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Pepper Project : You’re So Hot!
Peter pepper, photography, mixed media
2015-16
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Pepper Project : You’re So Hot!
Peter pepper, photography, mixed media
2015-16
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Exhibition View: Pepper Project : You’re So Hot!
Octagon, Berlin
2016



Money becomes Money

I painted eight different denominations of euro banknotes in oil and used a punch-card to 
record the working hours of each painting. These were then displayed in Vitrine space, which 
looked like a show window and was next to the exit of the main train station in Nuremberg. 
What interested me in this project was how “money” can become money, or how to turn the 
image of currency into actual currency. So, I invited an auction house in the city to perform an 
auction. The auctioneer auctioned the eight oil paintings in the public space using the typical 
auction bidding process: the price started from zero and the highest bidder got the work. Of 
course, what happened in this auction was that the auction proceeds were not equal to the euro 
face value, which were shown in the paintings, nor were they equal to the time of my labor. 
At the end of the auction, the bill of the sold work and the punch-cards were also displayed in 
the show window. I was trying to provide a possibility to calculate the value of these paintings 
and rethinking about the relationship between working time and the value of the work itself. 2015
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Money becomes Money
Oil on canvas, timesheets, receipts
2015
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(Page 32-34 )
Exhibition View: Money becomes Money
Vitrine, Nuremberg
2015
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CV
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Contact: 89tanghan@gmail.com
Vimeo: https://vimeo.com/tanghan

Education / Fellowship

2021-2022    BPA//Berlin program for artist, Berlin, Germany
2015-2019    Master of Arts, Berlin University of Arts, Berlin, Germany
2008-2012    Bachelor of Fine Arts, Guangzhou Academy of Fine Arts, Guangzhou, China

Solo Exhibitions

2018             Shape of Appetite, Galerie von Empfangshalle, Munich, Germany
2016             Pepper Project: You’re So Hot!, Octagon, Berlin, Germany
2015             Money Becomes Money, Vitrine, Nuremberg, Germany

Group Exhibitions

2022             BPA// Exhibition, KW Institute for Contemporary Art, Berlin, Germany (forthcoming)
                     The Educational Web, Kunstverein Nürnberg, Nuremberg, Germany (forthcoming)
                     60 x 60, Museum Brot und Kunst, Ulm, Germany 
                     Ways of Eating, Postpost, Beijing, China
2021             Listening to the Stones, Kunsthaus Dresden, Dresden, Germany              
2020             Let This Moment Transformative, OCT Contemporary Art Terminal (OCAT Shenzhen), Shenzhen, China
                     Interrupted Meals, How Art Museum, Shanghai, China
                     60 Days of Lockdown, LUXELAKES·A4 Art Museum, Chengdu, China
2017             Bi-City Biennale of Urbanism\Architecture (UABB), Shenzhen, China

Screenings

2022             Animation Perspectives, 65th DOK Leipzig, Leipzig, Germany (forthcoming) 
                     40th International Festival of Films on Art (FIFA), Montreal, Canada
                     27th Vilnius International Film Festival “Kino Pavasaris”, Vilnius, Lithuania 
                     13th Taiwan International Documentary Festival (TIDF), Taipei, Taiwan 
2021             38th Kassel Documentary Film and Video Festival, Kassel, Germany 
                     64th International Leipzig Festival for Documentary and Animated Film (DOK Leipzig), Leipzig, Germany 
                     Liquified Units – te magazine Screening, Modern Art Museum, Shanghai, China
2020             34th Image Forum Festival, Tokyo, Japan

Awards

2021             Silver Dove (Best Short) – German Competition, 64th DOK Leipzig, Leipzig, Germany 
2020             Award for Excellence, 34th Image Forum Festival, Tokyo, Japan 

Curation  

2021              Summer Special: BPA// Berlin program for artists, Videoart at Midnight, Babylon, Berlin, Germany

Talks / Events
             
2021              AFSAR (Asian Feminist Studio for Art and Research) Archiving Talk, Brücke Museum, Berlin, Germany
2019              Practice outside the studio, Ox Warehouse, Macau, China
2018              How the mouse guards the granary?, Soengjoengtoi(SJT), Guangzhou, China

Grants / Stipends

2022             Research Stipends in Fine Art, Berlin Senate Department for Culture and Europe, Germany
                     Work stipend of funding program for women artists in film/video, Berlin Senate Department for Culture and 
                     Europe, Germany
                     Kickstarter grant for graduates, NEUSTART KULTUR, Stiftung Kunstfonds, Germany
2021             Production grant for innovative art projects: Modul C, NEUSTART KULTUR, BBK Bundesverband, Germany
2020             Special grant program, Berlin Senate Department for Culture and Europe, Germany

Texts

Kunsthaus Dresden, (RE)SEARCH & SHARE: Revisiting Mr. Yasuda’s Footsteps, Tang Han, 2022 (EN)
端傳媒，「麥當勞的牌會換成毛主席像」？華語獨立紀錄片在 2022 台灣國際紀錄片影展，謝以萱，2022 (ZH)
鳴人堂，《粉紅色的毛澤東：一張百元紙鈔如何洞見當代中國？》，JC 陳柏樺，2022 (ZH)
te magazine, The Shape of Appetite, Tang Han, Zhou Xiaopeng, 2021 (EN, ZH)
re:visions, The Practice of Everyday Life, Congle Fu, 2021 (EN)
gallerytalk, Interview: Außerordentlich entspannt, Clara Tang, 2021 (DE)
Chinese Photography, The Shape of Appetite, Tang Han, Zhou Xiaopeng, 2021 (ZH)
Catalog of Image Forum Festival, Interview: Pink Mao, 2020 (JP, EN)
TightBelt, Tang Han: Everyday Resonance, 2020 (ZH)

mailto:89tanghan@gmail.com
https://vimeo.com/tanghan
https://berlinprogramforartists.org
https://kunsthausdresden.de/showrooms/revisiting-mr-yasudas-footsteps/
https://theinitium.com/article/20220515-culture-chinese-documentary-films-tidf-2022/invite_token/HNTiukNFHV/?fbclid=IwAR2JfmhUca2wOBsyblmSRS4f59ArzRE_ECwPPvii7rUds2MihfaTJwqgfgE
https://opinion.udn.com/opinion/story/122067/6235562
https://te-magazine.com/04
https://revisionsjournal.de/The-Practice-of-Everyday-Life
https://www.gallerytalk.net/ausserordentlich-entspannt-tang-han-interview/
https://tang-han.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/中国摄影杂志4月刊_Tang-Han_Xiaopeng-Zhou_唐菡_周霄鹏.pdf
https://tang-han.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/34th_Image_Forum_Tang-Han_唐菡_intro.jpg
https://tang-han.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/TightBelt-Tang-Han-唐菡.pdf

